Who We Are:
At IMGS, Data intelligence and Information is at the core of what we do. We provide solutions
to automate data flows, visualise information and power data insights for a wide variety of
customers including Local Authorities, Government Agencies, Utilities and Communication
Organisations.
How We Can Help:
Our solutions are built on our partner’s technology platforms and serve the citizens of Ireland
every day, from managing water and electric networks to publishing key e-Government
information through Government Portals. Through our market leading partners, we provide
organisations with end to end solutions that drive operational and capital efficiencies.
We Put Customers First:
The key to our success is that we stay focused on our customer and their needs, and deliver
solutions to meet those needs. In many cases, spending time in consultation with one customer
identifies a solution which is easily adaptable to other devices with similar needs.
Our Partners:
IMGS are the Sole Irish Distributor for Hexagon’s S & I (Security & Infrastructure) division, a
Hexagon Geospatial Platinum Partner and a Gold Partner for both Safe Software and Talend.

IMGS partners with Hexagon Geospatial to provide
organisations with powerful solutions that help make
sense of the dynamically changing and challenging
world. Through flexible, innovative and collaborative
products, organisations have the tools to transform
multi-source content into actionable information.

IMGS partner with Hexagon S & I to utilise their
solutions to integrate sensors, software, domain
knowledge and customer workflows into intelligent
information ecosystems that deliver actionable
information.

Safe Software is a world leader in Spatial data
Extraction, Transformation and Load (ETL) technology.
FME is used by thousands of organisations Worldwide
to automate the process of manipulating spatial data.
IMGS are a Safe Software Gold Partner and reseller of
their FME Products.

As specialists in data migration, quality, and integrations
solutions for the past 15 years, IMGS have seen firsthand the increasing demand for businesses to leverage
their data assets and allow them to make critical
business decisions. IMGS are very proud to be partners
with Talend, a global leader in Cloud and Big
Data integration software.

IMGS, a solutions partner in Ireland for Snowflake
Computing, deliver a cost-effective low maintenance,
modern data warehouse as a service through
Snowflake.
Snowflake's mission is to enable every organisation to
be data-driven with instant elasticity, secure data
sharing and per-second pricing, across multiple
clouds. Snowflake combines the power of data
warehousing, the flexibility of big data platforms and
the elasticity of the cloud at a fraction of the cost of
traditional solutions.

IMGS are pleased to announce a new integration with
Sisense, a leading platform that empowers analytics
builders to simplify complex data and deliver business
analytics and insights. This integration will help IMGS
serve the island of Ireland more effectively, by pairing
IMGS’s expertise in data management with Sisense’s
ability to deliver actionable insights to every user
across a business.
Sisense lets builders collaborate on a single platform,
delivered in a hybrid, cloud-native environment with
the industry’s lowest cost of ownership, to create true
democratisation of data and analytics. Sisense has
thousands of clients across the globe, including
industry leaders like Tinder, Flexport, Philips, Nasdaq
and the Salvation Army. Learn more
at www.sisense.com.

